Radiation and thermal sensitivities of murine tumor (FSa-II) cells recurrent after a heavy irradiation.
Radiation and thermal sensitivities, and cell doubling times (Tds) of C3Hf/Sed mouse FSa-II cells recurring after a heavy irradiation were examined in vitro. Tumors in the leg were irradiated with gamma-rays and observed for late recurrence (in vivo clones), or removed immediately after irradiation and single cell suspensions were plated for colony formation (in vitro clones). Five subclones were selected from original cells in vitro. Survival curves were fitted to the multi-target and linear quadratic models. Surviving fractions at 2 (SF2) and 10 Gy (SF10) irradiations, and those at 30 and 60 min heatings at 44 degrees C (SF30 and SF60), were obtained for each clone. Although, Tds of subclones were slightly longer than those of the parental cells, those of recurrent clones were prolonged substantially with an exception of one cell line. Radiosensitivities of FSa-II parental cells tested in vitro and in vivo were equally radioresistant. Thermal sensitivities of parental cells tested in vitro and in vivo were also identical. All subclones were more radiosensitive compared to the parental cells. The in vitro recurrent clones showed smaller D0 (radiation dose to reduce survival from S to S/e in the exponential portion of survival curve) than the D0 of the parental cells. The SF2 values of four in vitro recurrent clones were greater than that of the parental cells whereas those of two lines were smaller. It was of interest that the in vivo recurrent tumor cells showed a wide variation in the radiation sensitivity. Among 9 tumor cell lines examined, 4 lines were more sensitive and 4 were more resistant compared to the original. FSa-II subclones as well as both in vitro and in vivo recurrent clones showed a wide variation in thermal sensitivity. No consistent changes in the shoulder or in the slope were found. The SF30 or SF60 showed that 5 out of 9 in vivo recurrent clones and 4 out of 9 in vitro clones were more resistant compared to the original cells. No correlation was observed between thermal and radiation sensitivities. The Td was not related with radiation or thermal sensitivity.